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This contribution focuses on the use of modified Rayleigh law as a technique for determining the

intrinsic and extrinsic (reversible/irreversible) contributions to the piezoelectric effect up to 150 �C

across a broad compositional space, augmenting previous understanding of the BiFeO3-

(K0.5Bi0.5)TiO3-PbTiO3 system. At room temperature, a mechanistic explanation of the correlation

between crystal symmetry, i.e., tetragonal spontaneous strain, xs, and the Rayleigh relations using

Landau theory is provided. The intrinsic response was found to be heavily dependent upon the

tetragonal xs, whereby an optimisation between polarization and permittivity was elucidated,

leading to enhanced piezoelectric charge coefficients. A c/a ratio of �1.041 was identified at which

the room temperature intrinsic and extrinsic effects were at a maximum; a dinit of 183� 10�12m/V

and Rayleigh coefficient of 59� 10�18m2/V2 were measured, resulting in the largest piezoelectric

charge coefficients. The piezoelectric charge coefficient d33, intrinsic and extrinsic contributions of

these materials were all found to increase up to 150 �C while adhering to the Rayleigh model. The

reversible extrinsic component of the total reversible response, dinit, was calculated to be relatively

minor, 4.9% at room temperature, increasing to 12.1% at 150 �C, signifying its increasing influence

to the piezoelectric effect, as domain wall motion is thermally activated. Hence, the

phenomenological interpretation provided here may be used as a roadmap to elucidate the origins

of the temperature dependence of the piezoelectric effect.VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4894443]

I. INTRODUCTION

Pb(ZrxTi1�x)O3 (PZT) ceramics were discovered in

19521 and are ubiquitous in piezoelectric sensors, actuators,

and transducers.2 Their piezoelectric properties are a result

of a practically temperature-independent morphotropic phase

boundary (MPB) between rhombohedral and tetragonal

symmetries; in this region, both the intrinsic and extrinsic

contributions to the piezoelectric effect are enhanced.3 PZT

undergoes a paraelectric phase transition in the region of

386 �C. BiFeO3-PbTiO3 (BFPT) also displays an MPB,

where a Curie temperature (TC) of 632
�C is observed;4 how-

ever, piezoelectric coefficients across the compositional

space are found to be low, <15 pm/V.5 Difficulties with

poling these ceramics has led to limited piezoelectric per-

formance across the compositional space with high conduc-

tivity largely prohibiting its use at elevated temperatures,

and this can often lead to dielectric breakdown. Furthermore,

electric-fields in excess of 18 kV/mm can be required for the

poling of undoped compositions owed to the high c/a ratio of

�1.18 at the MPB.6 Lanthanum doping enables the realisa-

tion of increased piezoelectric charge coefficients, with a d33
of 109 pm/V observed whilst maintaining a TC of 450 �C

for the composition Bi0.50Fe0.50Pb0.47La0.03TiO3.015. The

extrinsic contribution to the piezoelectric effect was found to

be extremely low,7 proposed to be a result of ferroelastic do-

main wall pinning. This effect was also observed by Leist

who suggested that a threshold c/a ratio was identified at

1.045, above which the coercive field (EC) is elevated and

domain switching is suppressed.8

The recently reported (1-x-y)BiFeO3-x(K0.5Bi0.5) TiO3-

yPbTiO3 (BF-KBT-PT hereafter) system9,10 demonstrated

excellent piezoelectric properties compared to BFPT.5 The

crystal structure of the BF-KBT-PT system was found to

vary significantly across the mixed symmetry region (MSR),

where a coexistence of rhombohedral and tetragonal sym-

metries was identified. Increased tetragonality across the

MSR was commensurate with increased PbTiO3 content,

which also correlated with a rise in the Curie temperature;

however, a trade-off was observed with the piezoelectric ac-

tivity as demonstrated by reduced d33 and kp values. It was

proposed that a number of compositions belonging to the

BF-KBT-PT system behave in a similar manner to PZT,

although with a higher EC and TC, hence the reduced room

temperature d33.
9

Ferroelectric ceramics exhibit both intrinsic and extrin-

sic contributions to the piezoelectric effect.11 The Rayleigh

law was first used to describe induced magnetization and

magnetic permeability for low field levels below the coercive

magnetic field (HC).
12 The analogy between ferromagnetic

and ferroelectric behavior led to its application in describing

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

pm07jb@leeds.ac.uk
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non-linear dielectric, ferroelectric, and piezoelectric

responses13,14 and was more recently reapplied.15,16 The

intrinsic contribution is a result of the atomic displacements

of the unit cell under an applied field, whilst the extrinsic

contribution is a result of non-180� domain wall motion17

and is generally associated with irreversible and lossy proc-

esses and can greatly affect the electromechanical response.

Therefore, as the intrinsic and extrinsic contributions vary

with composition and temperature,18 Rayleigh analysis is an

effective method of analysing new materials. Piezoelectric

ceramics are often characterised from electrical impedance

at low voltage (0.5–1V) frequency sweeps in conjunction

with the sample geometry and density19 while transducers

and actuators are typically driven at much higher excitation

levels (1–2 kV/mm).20 This technique therefore allows the

possibility of simulated studies of real applications (assum-

ing that the ceramics will not be driven by bipolar switching

electric-fields). The technique has been applied to BaTiO3,

PZT, BiScO3-PbTiO3, lanthanum doped BFPT, and lead-free

materials.15,16,18,21–24 Taylor et al. expanded upon the use of

the Rayleigh model in ferroelectrics to describe the linear de-

pendence of the converse piezoelectric coefficient upon

application of an AC electric field.25 The intrinsic response

is generally assumed to be independent of the electric-field

at low-field amplitudes while non-180� domain wall motion

increases the volume fraction to the vector most closely asso-

ciated with the applied electric-field creating a strain

response, thus allowing this behavior to be quantified. The

Rayleigh region is restricted to electric field amplitudes that

do not cause a change in domain density; these are typically

limited to between one-half to one-third of the coercive

field.21 The principal difficulty with this technique is attain-

ing accurate displacement measurements due to the rela-

tively low fields applied. The piezoelectric Rayleigh

coefficient (ad) can be obtained experimentally with rela-

tively few terms from a plot of d33 as a function of maximum

field strength

d33 ¼ dinit þ ad � E0; (1)

where dinit is a field independent term and represents the con-

tribution from the reversible intrinsic response along with

the reversible motion of interfaces and E0 is the maximum

field strength. The term adEo represents contributions to d33
from irreversible domain wall translation processes.

The value of the Rayleigh coefficient is a gauge as to the

extent of extrinsic domain wall contributions. We obtain the

values of the above terms experimentally using the gradient

and its extrapolation back to zero field of the d33 as a func-

tion of Eo from sub-switching x-E loops. An additional rela-

tionship can be used to describe the strain behaviour at any

given field amplitude

x ¼ dinit þ ad:E0ð ÞE6
ad

2
E2
0 � E2

� �

; (2)

where x is the strain and E is the instantaneous electric field.

This can be used to confirm that the experimental results

adhere to the Rayleigh law.

The fractional contribution to the piezoelectric effect

from irreversible extrinsic contributions at E0¼ 1 kV/mm

can be estimated using the following equation:

Extrinsic contribution

¼
dextrinsic

dintrinsic þ dextrinsic
¼

ad:E0

dinit þ ad:E0

: (3)

As stated previously, the intrinsic effect is dominated by

distortions of the lattice and a contribution from domain wall

vibrations is also possible, which are reversible and relatively

non-lossy at room temperature.21 The temperature depend-

ence of the intrinsic piezoelectric response can be approxi-

mated using Landau theory26,27 in single crystal, bulk

polycrystalline, and thin films using the following equation:

d ¼ 2ere0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Q:xs
p

; (4)

where er and e0 are the relative permittivity and free-space

permittivity respectively, Q is the electrostrictive coefficient,

and xs is the tetragonal spontaneous strain, which can be

related to the spontaneous polarization

PS ¼

ffiffiffiffi

xs

Q

r

: (5)

Q is assumed to be largely temperature independent.28,29

This equation can be used to explain the effect of tetragonal

spontaneous strain upon the intrinsic response and the origin

of the high-temperature intrinsic behaviour.

Due to the large tetragonality across the MSR in the

BF-KBT-PT system, it is assumed that the piezoelectric

Rayleigh coefficient, ad, will also be much reduced compared

to other canonical ferroelectrics materials identified in the liter-

ature.30 The objective of this study was to analyse the intrinsic

and extrinsic contributions of ceramics belonging to the BF-

KBT-PT family as a function of temperature to augment the

understanding of this system. The materials characterized all re-

side within the MSR and were chosen as they exhibited reason-

able piezoelectric charge coefficients, 152–228 pC/N, coupled

with Curie temperatures in excess of PZT, 410–514 �C.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Ceramics belonging to the compositions shown in Table I

were produced using a solid-state reaction method. Each com-

position has been assigned a letter for ease of identification

and discussion. Samples were produced from powders of the

commercially available Bi2O3, (99.9%), PbO (99.9%), Fe2O3

(99%), TiO2 (99.9%), and K2CO3 (99þ%) (Sigma-Aldrich).

Stoichiometric mixtures of the starting reagents were attrition

milled using a Dyno-mill KDL Type-A (Willy A. Bachofen,

Switzerland) with yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) (Tosoh,

Japan) beads in propan-2-ol for 0.5 h. Dried and sieved pow-

ders were then calcined at 800 �C for 4 h in air. Subsequently,

1 wt. % Glascol HA-40 binder (Allied Colloids, UK) was

added and mixed. Powders were uniaxially pressed at 50MPa

in order to form pellets, followed by cold isostatic pressing at

300MPa for 10min to increase the green density of the unsin-

tered pellets. The binder was burnt out by slow heating to

094102-2 Bennett et al. J. Appl. Phys. 116, 094102 (2014)
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600 �C, followed by sintering at 1050–1065 �C for 2 h in a cov-

ered crucible therefore reducing the loss of volatile elements

such as lead, bismuth, and potassium.31 Pellets were then

mechanically lapped to <1mm, ensuring that the sample was

flat across the entire surface to enable accurate measurements

and electroded with a fire-on (550 �C) conductive silver paste

(Gwent Group, UK). Poled samples were required for

Rayleigh analysis. Further analysis on poled samples was per-

formed using a number of techniques as a function of tempera-

ture, namely, permittivity, thermally stimulated depolarization

current (TSDC) measurements, and x-ray diffraction. These

experiments were performed more than 24 h after poling to

allow the samples to age appropriately as discussed by Eitel

and Randall.17

In order to record the electric-field induced strain (x-E)

measurements at 1Hz, a linear variable differential trans-

ducer (LVDT) was used in line with a DSP SR830 lock-in

amplifier (Stanford Research, USA) and a high voltage

TREK 610C power supply (TREK, USA). A National

Instruments data acquisition card was used to record the

data. Samples were placed in an oil bath with the LVDT fix-

ture suspended in a convection furnace. The temperature was

recorded at the sample using a thermocouple and samples

were held at the set temperature for 10min before measure-

ments commenced. Low temperature measurements were

carried out before high temperature measurements. Relative

permittivity was measured at 1 kHz as a function of tempera-

ture using an Agilent 4192A, with a non-inductively wound

furnace upon heating using a ramp rate of 2 �C/min. TSDC

measurements were performed using a Keithley 6430 to

measure current as a function of time. A constant heating

rate dT/dt of 2 �C/min was used following Anton et al.32

X-ray diffraction (Cu Ka1) was performed on highly pol-

ished samples; this was achieved using up to 1lm diamond

suspensions with proprietary polishing cloths (Buehler, UK)

in order to reduce the significance of surface effects.

III. RESULTS

A. Measurement of the Rayleigh response

All materials characterized exhibited the perovskite

structure with no discernible impurity phases detected. A

phase coexistence between rhombohedral and tetragonal

symmetries was established in agreement with previous pub-

lication.10 The tetragonality and Curie temperature scale

with the PbTiO3 content while the piezoelectric charge coef-

ficient d33 did not as shown in Figure 1. The optimal poling

conditions based upon a study of varying electric-field, time,

and temperatures were used; this regime involved an applied

electric-field of 6–7 kV/mm at 75–100 �C for 10min in order

to fully pole the samples.

All the compositions studied demonstrated a linear rela-

tionship between the d33 as a function of the amplitude of the

applied electric-field between 0.2<E0< 1 kV/mm. An

example of the data collected is showcased in Figure 2(a).

The piezoelectric coefficient d33 of each composition

increased with electric-field and temperature, which is con-

sistent with the literature.17 The piezoelectric d33 observed

remained linear up to 150 �C, which signifies adherence to

the Rayleigh model as it is only applicable in the linear

region. It can also be inferred that the samples were fully

poled and new domains were not nucleated during the mea-

surement.21 The maximum applied field is generally �1/4 of

the EC at 25 �C. This threshold field reduces as anticipated

with increased temperature and is �1/3 of the coercive field

at 150 �C, identified from electric-field induced strain meas-

urements at 7 kV/mm and 0.1Hz that are not presented in

this contribution. Figure 2(b) illustrates the measured and

calculated electric-field induced strain loops at 25 �C and

150 �C in order to verify that the Rayleigh model was appli-

cable to this system at both room and high temperatures.

Reasonable agreement was found across all compositions

between the measured and calculated loops at both 25 �C and

150 �C with opening of the loops evident at elevated temper-

atures as anticipated, and no major asymmetric hysteresis

was observed that is characteristically associated with hard

materials or piezoelectric switching. Composition E shows

the greatest divergence from the calculated strain and the

amount of loss had been undervalued possibly due to the ex-

istence of other hysteretic mechanisms, such as a linear

viscoelastic response;33,34 however, the divergence was rela-

tively small. Certain piezoelectric materials such as “hard”

PZTs deviate from the Rayleigh model as pinning centres

are not randomly distributed and an internal bias field

forms.8

TABLE I. Summary of electrical properties and Rayleigh parameters at

room temperature for BF-KBT-PT, La-BFPT,7 and PZT45,46 ceramics, the

d33 values were measured using a Berlincourt meter, the EC was taken from

x-E data at 7 kV/mm.

Composition A B C D E La-BFPT PZT

(1-x-y) BiFeO3 0. 584 0.566 0.556 0.537 0.562

x(K0.5Bi0.5)TiO3 0.131 0.169 0.188 0.225 0.225

yPbTiO3 0.285 0.265 0.256 0.238 0.213

d33 (pC/N) 152 206 228 220 203 120 180

EC (kV/mm) 4.21 3.93 3.64 3.98 4.01 10 -

TC 514 442 427 419 410 450 386

Tetragonality (c/a) 1.061 1.045 1.041 1.034 1.25 - -

ad� 10�18 (m2/V2) 23 42 59 51 38 4.2 130

dinit� 10�12 (m/V) 128 76 183 179 170 82.4 242.4

Extrinsic cont. (%) 15.1 19.4 24.3 22.2 18.4 4.8 �25

FIG. 1. The c/a ratio, Curie temperature, and d33 of the compositions were

examined. The stoichiometric ratios of these compositions are shown in

Table I.

094102-3 Bennett et al. J. Appl. Phys. 116, 094102 (2014)
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. The effect of tetragonal distortion on the
room-temperature Rayleigh coefficient

In this section, only the room temperature intrinsic/ex-

trinsic piezoelectric response shall be considered, which will

be correlated with the tetragonal distortion across the compo-

sitional space. The dinit was found to be optimised in compo-

sition C; the intrinsic component to the piezoelectric effect

was found to be 183� 10�12 (m/V); and the lowest value

observed was found in composition A, which displayed the

largest tetragonality across the compositional space studied.

The largest room temperature Rayleigh coefficient recorded

in this study also belonged to composition C. A value of

59� 10�18 m2/V2 was measured, and this was commensurate

with the largest piezoelectric coefficient d33 of 228 pC/N, with

a general decrease in both dinit and ad noted flanking this com-

position. While the Rayleigh coefficient may be at a maxi-

mum in composition C, this trend is mirrored for the EC, with

the lowest value of 3.64 kV/mm observed in composition C,

and this increased gradually in the flanking compositions

with the largest value being found for composition A,

4.21 kV/mm, commensurate with the tetragonality, demon-

strating the importance of domain wall mobility.

The dinit, ad, and fractional irreversible extrinsic contri-

bution values as a function of the c/a ratio are presented in

Figures 3(a)–3(c). A clear trend exists between the room tem-

perature dinit and the c/a ratio. This correlation holds for the

Rayleigh coefficient and total extrinsic contributions although

the significance is reduced. An optimum c/a ratio of 1.041

exists in the mixed phase region belonging to composition C,

where both the intrinsic and dinit and ad are optimized, with

the fractional contribution to the extrinsic piezoelectric effect

also enhanced in this composition. This enhancement may be

due to proximity to the MPB, as observed in BSPT and PZT

as the domain wall density and mobility increases due to the

increased number of polarization vectors. When this system

is compared to similar piezoelectric compounds such as La-

doped BFPT, it is apparent that both the intrinsic and extrinsic

contributions have been greatly enhanced as evidenced by the

d33, dinit, and ad coefficients. For composition C, the Rayleigh

coefficient increased by more than one order of magnitude

while the intrinsic contribution more than doubled with

respect to BFPT, summarized in Table I, believed to be a

result of the reduced tetragonality. Stresses that arise during

the paraelectric phase transition to the tetragonal phase in La-

BFPT ceramics, especially those with a high c/a ratio, have

been shown to dominate the domain switching behavior as

ferroelastic domain walls are pinned. A threshold c/a ratio of

1.045 was suggested with which our findings concur;8 above

this, domain switching is largely inhibited. This was demon-

strated by piezoelectric and electromechanical coupling coef-

ficients in a previous contribution.10

The explanation for an optimum c/a ratio can be related

appropriately to Eqs. (4) and (5); an assumption is made

that the electrostriction coefficient is generally independent

of perovskite symmetry and the degree of ferroelectric

ordering across the compositional space and is largely de-

pendent on cation disorder.28 First, it has been observed

using ab initio studies35 that increased polarization values

correlate strongly with higher experimentally observed c/a-

1 values for a large number of PbTiO3-derived perovskite

solutions. Polarization is therefore often reduced in compo-

sitions with reduced tetragonal distortions. This behavior is

FIG. 2. (a) d33 vs. E0 and (b) measured

and calculated electric-field induced

strain loops at 25 �C and 150 �C with a

maximum field of 1 kV/mm for compo-

sition C. Error bars indicate 95% confi-

dence bands from a linear regression.

FIG. 3. Room temperature values of the (a) dinit, (b) Rayleigh coefficient,

ad, and (c) extrinsic contributions as a function of the tetragonal distortion.

The lines are drawn as a guide for the eye.
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closely associated with B-site displacement as opposed to

A-site displacement in the unit cell; hence, solid solutions

with large B-site cations such as BiInO3 can generate

enhanced tetragonality when partially substituted with

PbTiO3.
36 Compositions with a high c/a ratio often suffer

from relatively low relative permittivity values.

Composition A (c/a¼ 1.061) has a relative permittivity at

room temperature er ¼ 635. Conversely, compositions with

a low c/a ratio demonstrate a considerable increase in the

relative permittivity, and composition E with a c/a¼ 1.025

has a relative permittivity er¼ 941. This is also shown in

La-BFPT with a significant increase in compositions with a

reduced c/a ratio.8

The Rayleigh response displays a weaker correlation

although behaves similarly to dinit with an optimum response

observed in the same composition; this is not always the case

such as in the Lix(Na0.5K0.5)1�x NbO3 system. The ortho-

rhombic (Amm2) and monoclinic (Pm) phase exhibited the

largest extrinsic contributions while the largest intrinsic con-

tributions were found at the polymorphic phase boundary

between the monoclinic and tetragonal (P4mm) phase.23 As

stated previously, domain switching can be limited in the tet-

ragonal phase due to the internal mechanical stress. A large

lattice distortion and volume phase fraction of the tetragonal

phase in mixed symmetry materials may be indicative of a

large potential for extrinsic contributions; however, in a pure

tetragonal material, for example, the actual response is

reduced due to mechanical stress induced upon actuation, as

there is a considerable energy barrier preventing non-180� do-

main switching. In order to fully exploit the potential piezo-

electric properties of materials with a large tetragonal lattice

distortion, an increase in the rhombohedral phase volume

fraction is often useful in order to promote domain switching

as the barrier to domain switching is therefore reduced. In

PZT, the lattice distortion of the tetragonal phase is reduced,

which allows a greater degree of poling. Therefore, a signifi-

cant volume of the rhombohedral phase is desired in allowing

the movement of non-180� domain walls. Kungl suggested

that in PZT, a 25%–40% rhombohedral phase is optimum,37

whilst in the BF-KBT-PT system—where the c/a ratio

(¼1.025–1.061) is generally far larger in the mixed symmetry

region (cf. c/a for La-doped PZT¼ 1.028)38—a higher rhom-

bohedral content is advantageous. The rhombohedral phase

fraction in compositions A–E is between 44% and 71%, while

it is 51.2% in composition A, which exhibits a c/a ratio of

1.061, thus increasing domain switching compared to the

closely related BFPT system.

Additional influencing factors to consider with the

reduction of PbTiO3 content may be due to an increase in

localized effects associated with the partial substitution of

(K0.5Bi0.5)TiO3 (KBT), which leads to the frustration of the

tetragonal ordering due to the reduced tetragonal distortion.

Due to the volatility of both the K and Bi cation, vacancies

may also lead to pinning of the domains, thus limiting

switching. It has also been suggested in the lead-free

BiFeO3-(K0.5Bi0.5)TiO3 system that polar nano-regions may

exist. In the BF-KBT-PT system, it is possible that with

reduced PbTiO3 and increased (K0.5Bi0.5)TiO3 content that

an increase in the lattice disorder occurs, which reduces the

long-range polar order, thus reducing domain wall energy

and resulting in the existence of polar nano-regions.

It has been shown that an optimum c/a ratio exists and a

trade-off between the lattice polarization and permittivity

occurs for the intrinsic effect, this trend is also recorded for

the extrinsic effect although the trade-off exists here between

potential for domain switching of the respective phases and

the saturation of the piezoelectric effect when subjected to

an applied electric-field during poling.

B. Origin of the intrinsic/extrinsic response at elevated
temperatures

Figures 4(a)–4(e) demonstrate the temperature depend-

ence of the dinit and Rayleigh coefficient as extracted from

Figure 2(a). Both the ad and dinit increase in magnitude as a

function of temperature, which is due to a softening of both re-

versible intrinsic and irreversible extrinsic contributions. The

thermodynamic origin of the enhancement can be owed to the

flattening of a free energy profile,39 as the energy required to

cause local atomic displacements is lowered and the process

of domain switching is thermally activated.17 dinit values dem-

onstrated an approximately linear increase with temperature

although the significance of this was much reduced across the

compositional space with a reduced amount of PbTiO3. The

lowest dinit values observed belonged to composition A, which

also demonstrated the lowest increase as a function of temper-

ature from 128–157� 10�12m/V. This material possesses the

largest tetragonal distortion of all the compositions and also

demonstrates the greatest temperature stability. It is notewor-

thy that composition E exhibited the largest observable d33 at

150 �C, while also exhibiting the largest dinit value of

268� 10�12m/V, the Rayleigh coefficient was modest at 143

�10�18m2/V2, suggesting that the intrinsic response is critical

to an enhanced d33 not just in this composition but across the

BF-KBT-PT system; thus, the large piezoelectric coefficient

in composition E is predominantly due to the displacement of

the unit cell—this was the case for all of the compositions

studied.

Results indicate that generally a linear trend is found for

the Rayleigh coefficient as a function of temperature across

all compositions with no discontinuities observed. The

Rayleigh coefficient identified for composition A demon-

strated the greatest temperature stability, however, this was

also the composition with the lowest Rayleigh coefficients of

23 and 73� 10�18m2/V2 at 25 �C and 150 �C, respectively.

This composition has the highest PbTiO3 content and tetra-

gonality of the compositions presented as well as the lowest

room temperature piezoelectric coefficients. The divergence

from a linear regression of the Rayleigh coefficient as a func-

tion of temperature became more significant with reduced

PbTiO3, and at elevated temperatures in excess of 100 �C.

The significant increase in the dinit and Rayleigh coefficients

in the PbTiO3-reduced compositions is owed to the lower

ferroelectric transition temperatures, TC, of these

compositions.

The fractional irreversible extrinsic contributions to the

piezoelectric effect as a function of temperature were calcu-

lated using Eq. (3) and are shown in Figures 4(f)–4(j). The
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fractional irreversible extrinsic contributions were found to

increase in magnitude as a function of temperature across all

of the compositions. This behaviour was also relatively lin-

ear in compositions A–C; however, compositions D and E

displayed decreasing linearity of the extrinsic contributions,

largely due to reduction in the increase of the Rayleigh coef-

ficient, thus confirming that larger tetragonal distortion is

associated with greater temperature stability. A similar range

of extrinsic contributions was found at room temperature,

15.1%–24.3%, compared to at 150 �C, 31.8%–39.6%.

C. Reconstructing the temperature dependence
of the intrinsic/extrinsic response

In order to fully understand the enhancement in the

intrinsic and extrinsic contributions to the piezoelectric

effect as a function of temperature shown previously, a num-

ber of experiments were performed to satisfy the terms pre-

sented in Eqs. (4) and (5), to describe the behaviour shown

in Figure 4(c) for composition C. Permittivity, polarization,

and x-ray diffraction responses were measured as a function

of temperature. The electrostriction coefficient was measured

at room temperature and was assumed to be temperature in-

dependent as observed elsewhere.28,29

The first point to consider is that while the relative per-

mittivity can display an intrinsic and extrinsic component,

the applied fields used during this measurement (0.0005 kV/

mm) are not significant enough to result in the measurement

of the irreversible extrinsic response. Hall suggested that

0.01 kV/mm and 0.3 kV/mm were required to exceed the

threshold field, Et, in a soft and well-aged hard PZT, respec-

tively, below which the permittivity is independent of the

FIG. 4. (a)–(e) the Rayleigh coeffi-

cient, ad, and the dinit and (f)–(j).
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field amplitude, E0.
16 A measurement frequency of 1 kHz was

selected as conductivity is reduced compared to much lower

measuring frequencies. One method that can qualify the

intrinsic and extrinsic components of the dielectric nonlinear-

ity is by “freezing out” domain wall contributions by meas-

uring the permittivity at close to 0K or at extremely high

frequencies where the effects of domains are negligible; how-

ever, neither of these techniques were available to the author.

The relative permittivity displayed a significant temperature

dependence; this behaviour was linear up to �100 �C, at

which point a slight divergence was found. The polarization

(although this was not the intrinsic polarisation) determined

by TSDC was found to decrease slightly in the temperature

range examined as anticipated, shown in Figure 5(b). In con-

tradiction to the electric-field induced polarisation as a func-

tion of temperature data often reported in the literature.

Although not presented here for the BF-KBT-PT system, at 1

and 7 kV/mm, respectively, an increase was also found, this is

proposed to be due to conductivity, while conductivity does

not influence the TSDC result. The room temperature effec-

tive electrostrictive coefficient, Q33, was derived from the

slope of x-P2 profiles. An average room temperature electro-

strictive coefficient, Q33, of 0.0305 m4/C2 was calculated for

composition C. Although not presented, the product of the

permittivity and polarisation increases up to 150 �C, high-

lighting the dominating effect of the permittivity, thus endors-

ing the measured dinit values presented in Figure 4(c).

The data presented in Figure 5(c) demonstrate that with

increasing temperature a relatively small shift is observed in

the a-lattice parameter in contrast to the c-lattice parameter,

which experiences a significant reduction; hence, a reduction

in the tetragonality (c/a) is observed, accordingly demon-

strating the potential for enhanced domain wall mobility. A

relatively minor increase (5.5%) in the tetragonal phase vol-

ume fraction was observed across the temperature range,

which is less significant in the enhancement of piezoelectric

properties. The reduction of the tetragonal lattice distortion

is commensurate with an associated decrease in internal

stress levels.8 The linear decrease in the c/a ratio corresponds

to the linear increase in the extrinsic response at these tem-

peratures although there is no reason to suggest that this

should be the case across different systems or even different

compositions of the same system. At high temperatures, the

domain wall energy is reduced and domain wall mobility is

enhanced, evidenced by the reduction in the electrical

coercive-field measured using the converse effect at high-

fields (7 kV/mm); this was found to decrease across all

compositions as a function of temperature.40 As stated previ-

ously, the applied electric-field during the Rayleigh measure-

ment was kept at reduced levels well below the coercive

field in order to avoid the depolarisation of the sample and

nucleation of new domains. The enhancement in both the

intrinsic and extrinsic contributions to the piezoelectric coef-

ficient d31 has been shown in a previous contribution using

resonance analysis, therefore confirming this effect at low

and moderate excitation levels.10

It was therefore possible to calculate the dinit and con-

trast this to the measured dinit values. The reversible extrin-

sic component was calculated by deducting the calculated

from the measured values; the results of this are shown in

Figure 6. A general increase in the reversible extrinsic con-

tributions was identified with increasing temperature from

9.2 pm/V to 30.2 pm/V at room temperature and 150 �C,

respectively. An increase in the reversible Rayleigh coeffi-

cients has also been demonstrated at the MPB in lead-free

piezoelectric ceramics41 and as a function of temperature in

PbTiO3-derived thin films.42

FIG. 5. (a) Relative permittivity, (b) polarization, and (c) lattice parameters

of a poled sample as a function of temperature for composition C.

FIG. 6. The measured dinit, calculated dinit values, and the reversible extrin-

sic component as a function of temperature for composition C. Linear fits

have been included as a guide.
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The reversible extrinsic component from domain wall

switching that is independent of the applied electric-field

strength is often assumed to be relatively minor compared to

the reversible intrinsic due to atomic displacements and irre-

versible extrinsic contributions.43 However, it has been sug-

gested that in hard PZTs that reversible domain wall

movement is the dominant mechanism at room temperature

as the material response does not adhere to Rayleigh law.44

As the Rayleigh law is closely obeyed in the BF-KBT-PT

system, it can be inferred that this system behaves more sim-

ilarly to a soft PZT although driven at much higher excita-

tion levels where lossy processes could become more

prevalent, hence an increase in the contribution from reversi-

ble domain wall processes.

An increase in the reversible extrinsic components is

anticipated with an increase in temperature and can be

explained succinctly in terms of the potential energy profile.

At room temperature, there is not sufficient thermal energy

for extensive polarisation rotation and the reversible motion

of interfaces. Potential energy wells at room temperature are

significant enough to act as pinning centers as the activation

energy required is greater than the thermal energy of the sys-

tem, kT, required to enable irreversible domain wall switch-

ing. As the temperature is increased, the thermal energy

increases, thus allowing a greater contribution from irreversi-

ble and reversible extrinsic domain wall effects (as they are

thermally activated process). The energy barrier also reduces

(i.e., the energy potential wells reduce in magnitude and

broaden); therefore, for the same excitation levels, an

increase in both irreversible and reversible domain wall

motion is observed (hence the increase in d33 here and d31 as

a function of temperature shown in a previous contribu-

tion10). The caveat being that the tetragonal spontaneous

strain, xs, lessens as temperature increases therefore reducing

the magnitude of these effects. However, the increase in ther-

mal energy and reduction in the energy barrier are dominant

in the temperature range discussed.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, BF-KBT-PT ceramics have been fabricated

belonging to the mixed symmetry region between rhombohe-

dral and tetragonal symmetries. Rayleigh analysis was

adopted in order to gauge the intrinsic and extrinsic contribu-

tions to the piezoelectric effect, as a function of c/a ratio

and temperature up to 150 �C. Compared to La-doped BFPT,

in the optimum composition, the Rayleigh coefficient, ad,

was increased by more than one order of magnitude

(59� 10�18m2/V2) while the intrinsic contribution more

than doubled (183� 10�12m/V). This is believed to be owed

to the reduced tetragonality, 1.041, while the fractional ex-

trinsic contributions of 24.2% were comparable to that of an

undoped PZT. The origin of this optimum composition was

explained using simple Landau theory.

An increase in the dinit, ad, and fractional extrinsic con-

tributions was identified up to 150 �C across all compositions

while still adhering to the Rayleigh law. The intrinsic and ex-

trinsic contributions of the PbTiO3-reduced compositions

were significantly enhanced at high temperatures due to their

proximity to the ferroelectric TC. The intrinsic and extrinsic

contributions to the piezoelectric effect were reconstructed

and evidenced that at elevated temperatures the reversible

extrinsic component is significant with an increase from 9.2

to 30.2 pm/V between 25 �C and 150 �C, respectively. As the

measuring temperature is increased, the thermal energy of

the system also increases whilst the energy barrier reduces,

thus allowing a greater contribution from irreversible and re-

versible extrinsic domain wall effects.

This study also demonstrates the utility of the BF-KBT-

PT ternary system. Similar studies have been performed on

La-doped BFPT although La has a considerable impact upon

the TC reducing it to levels below that of PZT, making it

redundant as a high temperature piezoceramic. BF-KBT-PT

ceramics allow for tailoring of the tetragonal spontaneous

strain, xs, which scales with the PbTiO3 concentration while

not greatly affecting the TC, ergo, a mechanistic approach

can be taken when analysing the reversible intrinsic and the

reversible/irreversible extrinsic contributions to the piezo-

electric effect. Therefore, this work is of importance to both

academia and industry as it provides a useful roadmap for

analysing established and novel piezoceramics, particularly

materials belonging to ternary systems that adhere to the

modified Rayleigh law.
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